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About This Game

Hardcore and bloody shooter where you will have to repel the attacks of the living dead using the destroying traps, defensive
barricades and also weapon of close and long-range combat.

Destroy zombies, get the cash and prepare yourself for the next wave. During the break you can buy necessary weapon, place
the traps and defensive barricades, repair the traps survived in the previous wave. And of course, don't forget to check the stock

of bullets and restore your health.

ZOMBIE

Much attention was paid to the effects of blood and dismemberment of enemies. Thanks to that we have reached the effect of
deep submersion into the atmosphere of the bloody action. Different types of zombie possess the distinctive features. There are

enemies with long-distance attack as well as cleverer zombies avoiding certain traps.
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SKILLS AND UPGRADE

Wide system of character skills and system of upgrade provide the opportunities to improve weapon and character's
characteristics. There are traps resistant to the attacks of certain types of zombie.

TACTICS AND ECONOMY

Choose the optimal survival strategy. For the most successful game you will need to control expenditure of the earned resources.
The time of your survival depends on it.

SCORE OF THE SURVIVAL

During the game you will earn the survival scores which form your personal Survival index. This is a complex index reflecting
not only the duration of your survival and number of conquered enemies but also the quality of your game. Your skills as well as
the range of used functional of the game also play role here. Thus, the top positions of leaderboards will be occupied by the true

survival kings!
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Title: Blood Waves
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Light Road Games
Publisher:
Light Road Games
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or AMD FX-6350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 650 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Russian
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Incoming adiction. Beautifully done pixel art in a colorful yet dark mood. I love the original character sprites and portraits and
the modern city done in a retro yet fresh style. I'd love to see more resources in the style. Cyberpunk would work great with
these types. Futuristic and Space opera too. Thanks for the awesome resource.. There is no escape from Monkey Kombat™..
here's a good fast-paced shooter game. the level design is good as the gameplay is. some minor bugs here and there which don't
ruin the experience. great sprite-style graphics and sticky zombie part all over the floor ;)

it's the typical game you can pick up and play for 10 minute at a time when you're bored.. Great, fun little game. Buy it!
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Fun small game, reminds me of the ones I used to play when I was little. Very good game, played good. I appreciate the effort
put into this (pun intended) very great puzzle game, with good pictures ;D. Awesome, its a new Playstation Home. Very much
work in progress, can't say more at this point.. A nice time waster , not a difficult one but still good .. funny so good. A pretty
fun game, with a hard-to-master mechanic for a shoot-em-up. Your shoot and movement are tied to the same action and, more
importantly, your shoots have recoil.

This game is very simple, but there's a lot of content too:
- The arcade difficulty is too high? Play through the game in the stress-free mode!
- Have friends to play with? Try the co-op mode!
- Got bored of jolly cooperation? Try the duel mode!

There are a lot of "power-ups" that show up during gameplay too. It makes the whole shooting and moving all the more
strategic, in my opinion. The orbiters are kind of overpowered, though (not that I mind, this game gets tough fast)

If you're feeling the nostalgia for arcade style shoot-em-ups, you should try this game.
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